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MEETINGS 
In this department we hope to publish timely announcements 
of future meetings and reports of events and papers presented at 
past meetings. For this we rely on the organizers of meetings 
to send us announcements as early as possible, and on colleagues 
in each country to send us reports, avoiding duplication by 
checking with the editor or the nearest member of the Internation 
al Commission. 
SCHICKARD SYMPOSIUM AT TiBINGEN 
24-25 JUNE 1977 
At the Symposion zur Wissenschaftsgeschichte urn Wilhelm 
Schickard held in its 500th year by the University of Ttibingen, 
the following papers were on the history of mathematics: 
Ansatze zu einer darstellenden Geometrie bei Schickard by 
Matthias Schramm of TUbingen; Die Bedeutung spatmittelalterlicher 
Rechenmethoden fur die Rechentechnik des 16. und 17. Jahrhunderts 
by Menso Folkerts of Oldenburg, and Entwicklung und erste 
Anwendungen des Triangulationsverfahrens in der Geodasie des 
frtlhen 17. Jahrhunderts by Volker Bialas of Munich. 
HISTORY AT THE 20th ANNUAL 
CONFERENCE OF THE AUSTRALIAN MATHEMATICAL SOCIETY, 
PERTH, lo-14 MAY 1976 
This meeting included an invited address: "Georg Cantor's 
influence on Bertrand Russell" by I. Grattan-Guinness, and 
four contributed papers on the history of mathematics: 
"Weierstrass and hypercomplex numbers" by R. Berghout of the 
University of Newcastle; "A reassessment of Jerome Cardan” by 
A. F. Horadam of the University of New England, Armidale, NSW; 
"De Morgan and the foundations of algebra" by G. C. Smith of 
Monash University; and “Notes on the history of Australian 
mathematics" by T. P. Speed of the University of Western 
Australia. 
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